MOTION BY
DIRECTORS KNABE, DUBOIS, MOLINA, FASANA AND ANTONOVICH

Measure R Acceleration Financing Plan Equity

In June 2013, the MTA Board approved a Measure R Acceleration Financing Plan to advance all Measure R second and third decade projects, and at the last moment an amendment was introduced that excluded the 710 North Project from the Plan. This was done without proper public notice or the opportunity for public input on such a significant change. In 2008, the voters of Los Angeles County approved Measure R, which funded improvements to the 710 Corridor. Any action to exclude a particular Measure R Project from the Plan without proper notice is disingenuous to the voters. The action in June to exclude the 710 North goes against the Board's desire to build consensus around a new transportation funding measure that was always sold to our communities as advancing and accelerating all Measure R Projects equally.

I, THEREFORE, MOVE THAT THE MTA BOARD:

Approve including the 710 North in the Measure R Acceleration Financing Plan to advance all Measure R second and third decade projects.